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ERATED FABRCS 

Laurence B. Holt, Laconia, N. E., assignor to 
Scott & Williams, Encorporated, New York, 
N. Y., a corporation of Massachusetts 

Application Jaagary 8, 1933, Seria No. 652,33 
9 (Claims. 

This invention pertains to the art of knitting 
and relates more particularly to a novel method 
of and apparatus for knitting single face or 
plain fabrics, and to certain novel fabrics pro 
duced by Such apparatus and method. The class 
of fabrics to which the present invention relates 
are in general distinguished by a small all-over 
pattern on the front or right side and by the 
presence of a multitude of floats of yarn at the 
back or rear side. In most instances the front 
of the fabric shows a diaper pattern character 
ized by the presence of an opening or openings 
within the boundaries of each figure (resulting 
from the inclusion of tuck stitches and/or fioat 
stitches) and by more or less elevated lines or 
areas, for example, diagonally extending rows 
of sinker loops forming the borders of the pattern 
figures, or tuck stitches containing a multiplicity 
of yarn bights such as to cause a stitch or 
stitches to project from the plane of the fabric 
to form an accent point in the figure. In fab 
rics of this class the usual needle Wales are SO 
distorted as to become substantially unrecogniz 
able, and such ribs as may appear extend diag 
onally or transversely, rather than lengthwise of 
the fabrics. w 

Fabrics of this general class are sufficiently 
elastic for use in garments; they show a marked 
tendency to resist runs when a yarn is ruptured; 
and by reason of their Ornamental and often 
sheer and gauzy effect, they are particularly 
useful in the manufacture of underwear or other 
articles in which daintiness or delicacy of ap 
pearance is requisite, but are to be distinguished 
from knitted fabrics in which eyelets or patterns 
are produced by transferring loops from One 
needle to another, the fabrics herein disclosed 
being produced rapidly upon machines of simple 
type and without recourse to transfer. 

Characteristic of fabrics of the class herein 
described is the fact that in any given wale, 
groups, each consisting of a plurality of predeter 
mined stitch formations, alternate with groups 
differently constituted, while in adjoining Wales 
these respective groups are staggered. As herein 
specifically disclosed the desired effects are ob 
tained by the employment of a plurality of yarns, 
for example, a body yarn and a facing yarn 
(although a greater number of component yarns 
may be employed) at each knitting point, and in 
the knitting operation both yarns knit in plating 
relation while forming the stitches constituting 
one kind of group, but in Some at least of the 
stitches of another kind of group, the facing 
yarn, is floated to the rear of the backing yarn. 

as the latter now move upwardly to clear. 

(C. 66-A2) 
in most instances some of the stitches of Said 
second group are tucked and contain bights of 
two or more yarns and in some instances have a 
fioat of another yarn at the rear side. The 
character, and successive arrangement of the 
stitches of the second group determines the dis 
tinctive pattern upon the face of the fabric. 

in accordance with the preferred method, 
knitting simultaneously proceeds at a plurality 
of knitting points and at each point a plurality 
of yarns is fed. The needles are so actuated and 

O 

the yarns are delivered in such relation that in 
a plurality of successive courses a given needle 
will knit stitches, all of like character, for ex 
ample, each having two yarns in plating relation, 
while an adjoining needle, in knitting loops of 
corresponding courses, knit stitches some at least 
of which are different from those knit by the 
first-named needle; for example, these stitches 
made on the second needle may comprise one 
yarn floated behind the other. When both nee 
dies have thus knitted in the production of a 
predetermined number of courses, their respec 

5 

20 

tive modes of operation are reversed, so that now 
the second needle knits a succession of stitches 
identical with those previously made by the first 
needle, while the latter now knits stitches, some 
of which at least are different from those which 
it first knits. Each pair of adjacent needles thus 
knits first according to one mode and then ac 
cording to a different mode, the resultant fabric 
having the characteristics above noted. 
Conveniently, and as here illustrated, employ 

a multifeed circular knitting machine having 
an even number of feeds, for example, a ma 
chine having eight feeds. At each feed or knit 
ting point, appropriate yarn feed devices and 
knitting cams are arranged. . 

Difficulty has heretofore been experienced in 
knitting float stitches on machines of large diam 
eter (such as a multifeed machine of the kind 
just referred to) due to the fact that if the fac 
ing yarn is given a lead sufficient to wrap about 
the non-float needles, it does not lie high enough 
on the needle cheeks to allow it to roll back over 
the top of the float needle. In accordance with 
the present invention this difficulty is overcome 
by causing the non-float needle to clear and rise 
high enough to take the facing yarn before the 
float needles are cleared, and by making the lead 
for the facing yarn just long enough to cause 
the yarn to wrap about the non-float needles at 
a point just above the tops of the float needles 
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offset or bent, and the rising of the up-going float 
needle is so timed as to cause the facing yarn to 
rol over the back of its head. While the float 
needle completes its upward movement. Then, 
in descending, all of the needles take the backing 
yarn. 

In the accompanying drawings I have illus 
trated various fabrics of the class above referred 
to together with mechanism useful in the produce 
tion of each of these illustrated fabrics as exena 
plifying the general class to which these fabrics 
belong and the proper arrangement of apparatus 
whereby such fabrics may be produced, but with 
the understanding that the invention is not nar 
rowly restricted to fabrics or to the production 
of fabrics specifically like those herein illustrated 
but relates broadly to a method of and apparatus 
for producing fabrics of this general class and to 
certain types of fabric falling within said caSS. 
In the drawings, 
Fig. 1 is a diagrammatic elevation of a devel 

opment of one-half of the can cylinder of a cir 
cular knitting machine embodying the present 
invention; W 

Fig. 1a is an elevation similar to Fig. i shore 
ing the diametrically opposite half of the carri 
cylinder of the same machine; 

Fig. 1b is a reproduction of a photomicrograph 
of the front face of fabric knitted by a machine 
employing cams arranged as shown in Figs. 
and ; . . . . 

Fig. 10 is a diagrammatic view illustrating the 
kind and sequence of fundamental Stitch forma 
tions making up a repeat of the fabric of Fig. 1, 
but without attempt to show the variations in 
loop length due to inclusion in or omission of 
yarns from certain of the constituent stitch for 
nation S; 

Fig. 1d is a chart illustrating the kind and Se 
quence of stitch formations employed in the falo 
ric of Fig. 1b; 

Figs. 2 and 2a are views corresponding to Figs. 
and 1a, but showing a different arrangement 

of cams from that of Fig. i. 
Fig.2b is a reproduction of a photomicrograph 

of fabric knitted by the use of cams arranged as 
shown in Figs. 2 and 2; 

Fig. 20 is a diagrammatic illustration similar 
to Fig. 10, but illustrating the stitch formation 
resulting from the employment of the cans of 
Figs. 2 and 2; 

Fig. 2d is a chart illustrating the sequence of 
stitch formations in the fabric of Fig. 2; 

Figs. 3 and 3 are views similar to Figs. 1 and 
a, but showing a further arrangement of cans; 
Fig. 3b is a reproduction of a photomicrograph 

of the fabric knitted by means of the cam air 
rangements of Figs. 3 and 3; 

Fig. 30 is a diagrammatic illustration similar, 
to Fig. 19, but showing the stitch arrangement 
produced by the cams of Figs. 3 and 3; 

Fig. 3d is a chart illustrating the sequence Of 
stitch formations in the production of the fabric 
shown in Fig. 3; 

Figs. 4 and 4 are views similar to Figs. 1 and 
1, but showing a modified arrangement of cams: 

Fig. 4 is a reproduction of a photomicrograph 
illustrating the rear face of fabric knitted by 
means of the cams of Figs. 4 and 4; 

Fig. 4 is a diagrammatic illustration similar 
to Fig. 1, but indicating the fabric produced by 
the mechanism of FigS. 4 and 4; 

Fig. 4d is a chart illustrating the stitch forma 
tion of the fabric shown in Fig. 4; 

Figs. 5 and 5 are views corresponding to Figs. 

2,045,776 
1 and 1, but showing a further arrangement of 
CamS 

Fig. 5b is a reproduction of a photomicrograph 
of the rear face of fabric produced by the mech 
anism of FigS. 4 and 4; 

Fig. 5 is a diagrammatic illustration similar to 
Fig. 1, but showing the fabric structure produced 
by the mechanism of Figs. 5 and 5; 

Fig. 5d is a chart showing the sequence of stitch 
formations of Fig. 5b. 

Figs. 6 and 6a are views similar to Figs. 1 and 
1, showing a still further arrangement of cams; 

Fig. 6 is a reproduction of a photomicrograph 
of fabric produced by the cam arrangements of 
Figs. 6 and 6; 

Fig. 6 is a diagrammatic illustration of the 
fabric of Fig. 6b; 

Fig. 6d is a chart showing the stitch distribu 
tion in the fabric of Fig. 6b; 

Figs. 7 and 7 are views similar to Figs. 1 and 
1, illustrating another cam arrangement; 

Fig. is a reproduction of a photomicrograph 
of fabric produced by the cams of Figs. 7 and 7a; 

Fig. 7 is a diagrammatic illustration of the 
fabric of Fig. 7b; r 

Fig. 7d is a chart indicating the stitch forma 
tion of Fig. 7b; - 

Fig. 8 is a diagrarin, in perspective, illustrating 
the successive elevations of the needles of two 
sets at a given feed point and the manner of de 
livering a facing and a body yarn respectively to 
the needles; 

Fig. 9 is a vertical section illustrating a pair 
of needles So positioned as to permit a yarn fed 
to One needle to pass behind the latter as said 
needle rises; 

Fig. 10 is a radial section illustrating the 
general arrangement of needle carrier and cam 
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carrier in a machine of the class herein dis 
closed; and 

Figs. 1*, 2*, 3, 4, 5, 6% and 7x are repro. 
ductions, to enlarged scale, of photographs of 
the several fabrics herein described. 
By the present invention I provide for the 

knitting of a variety of fabrics all belonging to 
the Same genus and distinguished from other 
fabrics, but having unlike groups of stitch for 
mations alternating in each wale, the like groups 
in adjacent Wales being staggered. 

In the patent to Smith No. 1,772,230, dated 
August 5, 1930, there is disclosed one fabric be 
longing to the general class to which the present 
invention relates. In said patent the fabric dis 
closed is described as knitted upon a single feed 
hosiery machine by the employment of needle 
controlling pattern means of complex type, and 
as therein disclosed the same pair of yarns is 
concerned course after course in the knitting of 
the fabric. In accordance with the present in 
vention I provide means whereby fabric hav 
ing the same general stitch formations as that 
disclosed in the patent to Smith, for example, 
may be knit expeditiously and at high speed by 
the use of simple knitting instrumentalities with 
out resort to complicated pattern mechanism and 
with possibility for further ornamentation by 
In eans of Color change or the like which can only 
be attained with difficulty, if at all, by the use of 
the method and apparatus disclosed in said pat 
ent to Smith. 
In the patent to Smith a single species of 

fabric is disclosed, such fabric being referred to 
as diagonal network and being commonly known 
in the trade as "diamond mesh' fabric. This 
fabric, as is common to fabrics of the genera: 
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class to which it belongs, is a one-face or plain 
fabric and is distinguished by capacity to stretch 
in either dimension of the fabric with con 
Comitant contraction in the other direction. 
In accordance with the present invention, fab 

ric having the general appearance of that dis 
closed in the Smith patent, but structurally dif 
fering therefrom in that in the new fabric suc 
Cessive Courses are not made from the same pair 
of yarns, may be produced upon a multifeed cir 
cular machine having a cam arrangement such 
as shown in Figs. 1 and 1. 

the machine employed may be of a type in 
which either the needle carrier or the cam car 
tier moves, but is here shown as a circular in 
dependent latch-needle machine in which the 
bed of the machine (Fig. 10) is stationary and 
Supports the stationary needle carrier or cylin 
der 2 having the usual vertical slots 3 for the 
reception of vertically sliding needles. The se 
ries of needles is divided into two sets, distin 
guished by long and short butts 6 and (Fig. 
9), respectively. As here illustrated, the needles 
of one set alternate with those of the other set, 
but other groupings of the long and short butt 
needles may obviously be employed, if desired, for 
example, groups, each containing two or more 
long butts, alternating with groups each con 

The bed plate 
6 of the machine is provided with bearings for 
the rotating gear ring 8 upon which are remov 
ably mounted segmental blocks 9 to which the 
several sets of knitting cams, respectively, are 
secured. These segmental blocks 9 are remov 
ably secured to the ring 8 as by means of bolts 
A 0, and preferably these blocks are of uniform 
and like dimensions so that any one block may 
be substituted for another. As here shown the 
machine is provided with the usual sinker bed 

and sinkers which cooperate with the nee 
dles at the verge 2 of the cylinder to form the 
stitches. 

The machine herein disclosed by way of illus 
tration is a machine of large diameter such as 
is commonly employed for knitting underWear, 
and is provided with eight feed points and cor 
responding sets of needle actuating cams, and at 
each feed point provision is made for delivering 
at least two yarns ac and y respectively. Two 

.50 yarn guides M and N at one of the feeds are 
shown in Fig. 8 of the drawings. For conven 
ience in description, I shall hereinafter employ 

55 
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the term “stitch formation' as inclusive of all 
such yarn arrangements as plain knitted loops, 
tuck loops, floats, dropstitches, etc., whether com 
prising a single yarn or a plurality of yarns, pro 
duced by the action of a given needle in perform 
ing its intended sequence of operations. 

Referring to Figs. 1 and 1, the cam arrange 
ment for making a diamond mesh fabric, similar 
in stitch formation to that shown in the above 
named patent to Smith, comprises eight sets of 
cams A, B, C, D, E, F, G and H respectively, 
each set of cams being mounted as above de 
scribed on one of the segmental blocks 9. The 
cam set A, for example, comprises a stitch can 
4 and preferably a bottom cam 5 designed to 
limit down-throw of the needles. The cam set 
also preferably includes the upper and lower 
cams 6 and 7, providing between then a nee 
de groove into which the butts of all of the nee 
diles pass after leaving the stitch cam 4. 
Preceding the stitch cam are two needle lift 

ing cams 18 and 9 respectively, the cam 8 be 
ing in advance of the cam 9. The cam 8 is fur 

3 
nished with a needle depressing ledge 20 of a 
thickness such as to engage the long butt nee 
dles but not to engage the short butt needles. 
This cam ledge 20 thus causes long butt nee 
dles which come in the field of action of this 
cam set to move downwardly into the groove 2, 
while short butt needles are elevated by cam 8 
to the clearing level and delivered into the groove 
22. The cam 9 has a clearing portion 23, lo 
cated at a point between the cam 8 and the 
cam 4, which is adapted to raise the long butt 
needles to substantially the same high level as the 
elevated short butt needles. 

Referring again to Fig. 8, the yarn feed guide 
M. delivers the facing yarn at at a point with just 
sufficient lead to wrap it about the non-float 
needles (which, at the cam set A, are the short 
butt needles 6) above the needle cheeks and below 
the needle hooks but above the tops of the float 
needles (the long butt needles at cam set A) 
which are just beginning to rise along the slope 
of the cam 23. The facing yarn at as delivered by 
the guide M wraps around the non-float needles 
So as to be taken with certainty by the hooks of 
the latter, but as the float needles rise along time 
slope of cam 23, their tops come up in front of 
the yarn ac (this action being made more certain 
by a forward offset or bending of the needle 
hooks, as shown in Fig. 9) so that the float nee 
dles fail to receive the yarn a which drops down 
behind these needles. 
The body yarn y is fed from the guide N, but 

at such a point that it wraps around both sets of 
needles after the float needles have been elevated 
by the cam 23. Thus the yarn y is taken in the 
hooks of both sets of needles. As the non-float 
needles already have been fed with yarn ac, the 
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depression of these needles by the cam 4 causes 
the yarns ac or y to be drawn into stitches in which 
the two yarns are disposed in plating relation, 40 
while, on the other hand, the float needles, which 
have received the yarn gy only, knit single loop 
stitches from this yarn while floating yarn at at 
the back. 
At this point it may be noted that while but two 45 

guides M and N are illustrated, other guides and 
other yarns may be employed, as is obvious to 
those skilled in the art, either in substitution for 
the yarns ac and gy or, in some cases, in addition 
thereto. 

After passing the cams f4 and 5, the needles 
of both sets rise into the groove defined by the 
cams 6 and f and are eventually delivered to 
the next cam set B for actuation by the latter. 
As shown in Fig. 1, the 'cam sets A, B, C and D 
are substantially identical, except that the cam 

of the set D is cut-away at 24 to permit de 
livery of the needle butts at a level for proper 
engagement with the cam 25 of the next set E, it 
being understood that the set E follows directly 
in sequence after the cam Set D. As shown in 
Fig. 1a, the can set E comprises a stitch cam 4 
similar to the stitch cams of the preceding sets, 
but instead of the cams 8 and 9 of the preced 
ing sets, the set E is furnished with a cam 25 hav 
ing a cam slope 25 adapted to raise the long butt 
needles into the groove 26, at which point they 
are cleared. This cam 25 also has a cut-away 
portion 27 provided with a cam slope 27a adapted 
to raise the short butt needles to the clearing 
position at a point subsequent to that at which 
the long butt needles are cleared. At this cam 
set E the yarns are fed in substantially the same 
way as at the cam sets previously referred to, but 
since the long and short butt needles are raised in 
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reverse order to that at which they were elevated 
by the preceding cam sets, the needles which pre 
viously floated the yarn a now take the latter in 
their hooks, while those which took both yarns 
ac and gy nOW foat yarn ac. 

: The can sets F, G and H are identical-with the 
cam set E, except that whereas the cam of the 
set E is cut away at 24, the cam of the Set H. 
has a riser 28 adapted to deliver the needles at 
the proper elevation for engagement by the can 
slope 20 of the cam 8 of Set A. 
While but two series of cam sets A, B, C, D 

and E, F, G, H are here illustrated as collectively 
taking up the entire circumference of the can 
cylinder, it is to be understood that in machines 
of greater diameter, these two series might be re 
peated as many times as space would permit. . 

Referring to Fig. 1, the fabric resulting from 
the employment of the cams of Figs. 1 and 1 is 
indicated diagrammatically but without refer 
ence to the actual effects produced due to the 
shift in adjacent needle wales from one stitch 
formation to another and the consequent distor 
tion of normal needle and sinker loops. In this 
figure the needle Wales knitted upon low and 
high butt needles respectively are designated at 
the upper part of the view by the letters I and H 
and the intervening sinker Wales by the letter Z. 
The facing and body yarns are designated ac and 
y respectively, and the courses knitted at the 
cam sets A, B, etc., are indicated by the letters 
a, b, etc. Thus, referring to the left-hand needle 
wale produced on the low, butt needles I, the 
stitch formation in course a includes both yarns 
ac and y in plating relation. This is also true in 
courses b, c and d. On the other hand, in the 
corresponding courses in the next needle Wale 
knitted on the high butt needles, each of the 
Stitch formations comprises a single knitted loop 
of the yarny with the yarn ac floating at the rear 
of the fabric. At the course e the low butt needle 
knits a single loop. of the yarn y While floating 
the yarn ac, and the same stitch formation is pro 
duced in the succeeding courses f, g and it, while 
in the corresponding courses of the next adjacent 
wale knitted on the high butt needles each needle 
knits both yarns in plating relation. s 

. The resulting fabric, as actually formed by the 
machine, has the general appearance indicated 
in Fig. 1, which is a reproduction of an enlarged 
photograph of the fabric, while its actual struc 
ture is shown in Fig. 1. Since both yarns emi 
ployed in forming the fabric illustrated were of 
like material (rayon) and of the same color and 
twist, the plated arrangement can not well be 
distinguished in the fabric as produced, but the 
diagonal arrangement of the raised sinker Wales 
a is readily noticeable in Fig. 1. In the patent 
to Smith, above referred to, the reason for the 
production of these diagonally extending sinker 
wales is fully discussed and need not be repeated 
here, it being sufficient to refer to the statement 
made therein that the results attained occur 
when, in knitting loops from yarns knit in plated 
relation systematically alternated with a single 
yarn knit in a flanking Wale of the same course, 
any mode of knitting is resorted to which will 
be competent to produce a relatively unyielding 
structure at the initiation of a Wale of loops in 
one only of the Component yarns; for example, 
when the alternated relationship between a wale 
knit by a needle taking both yarns and the 
wale knit by a needle taking only one is regul 
larly reversed after a certain plurality of courses 
so that the needle which took both yarns then 

2,045,776 
takes one only, and the needle which took the 
single yarn thereafter takes both. 
While in the patent one mode and mechanism 

useful in providing one specific example of this 
genus of fabrics is disclosed, said patent indicates 
only that method and that fabric which results 
from the employment of a single yarn feed with 
appropriately arranged needle Selecting pattern 
devices. In the present arrangement the result 
ing fabric, as above pointed out, differs from 
that of the Smith patent in that the same pair 
of yarns recurs only once in eight successive 
courses. Thus, if it be desired, highly ornamental 
results may be attained by the use of differently 
colored yarns at successive yarn feeds or by the 
use of yarns of different materials or different 
twist. 

Fig. 1d is a chart such as may be used by the 
knitter in setting up the can arrangements of 
Figs. 1 and 1a in order that he may attain the 
results above described. 
While the simple diamond mesh fabric above 

referred to is representative of the class of fab 
rics to which the present invention relates and 
has been found highly useful, for example, for 
hosiery knitting, I have now discovered that other 
fabrics belonging to the same general class but 
differing markedly from the fabric of Fig. b 
may be produced in a manner similar to the fab 
ric of Fig. 1b but by slightly different arrange 
ments of the can Sets of the machine. 
Thus, as shown in Figs. 2 and 28, the can sets 

A to H correspond in general to those of FigS. i. 
and 1. In fact, the cam sets A, B and C may 
be identical with the cam sets A, B and C of Fig. 1, 
while the can Sets E, F and G of Fig. 28 are iden 
tical with the corresponding sets of Fig. 18. How 
ever, the cam sets D and H of Figs. 2 and 2a differ 
from the cam sets D and H of Figs. 1 and 18 in 
that their cams 9 and 25, respectively, are cut 
away at 238 and 288, respectively, so that needles 
elevated by these cams only reach the tuck point. 
Thus in passing the cam 9 of Set D the long 
butt needles do not rise high enough to clear their 
stitches, and thus they form tucks of the back 
ing yarn and also float the facing yarn. Likewise 
the short butt needles in passing the cam 25 fail 
to clear their stitches and so form tucks of the 
backing yarn and also float the facing yarn. 

Referring to Fig. 2, the resulting fabric is 
diagrammatically illustrated. In course a 
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(knitted on can Set A) the low butt needle 
(tucked in passing the preceding cam set H) 
holds a loop of the backing yarn y of the preced 
ing course h, and at the can Set A takes and 
knits both the yarns ac and y delivered at this 
feed point. In the following courses b, c and d 
(knitted at the cam sets B, C and D) the low butt 
needles take both yarns and knit. In the courses 
a, b and c the high butt needles knit stitches 
from the yarn y Only while floating the yarn a 
at the back. However, at the cam set D, the 
high butt needles tuck the backing yarn y while. 
floating the facing yarn ac. The general appear 
ance of the resulting fabric is shown in Fig. 2, 
while its actual structure as produced by the 
machine is illustrated in Fig. 2b. In Fig. 2x it 
will be noted that the tuck stitch at o produces 
an opening of substantial size in the fabric, while 
the sinker wales 2 are thrown into prominence 
and set of the fabric into geometric patterns, 
each including one of the tuck stitch openings 
within its borders, r 

60 
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Fig. 2d is a chart to assist the knitter in set 

ting up the can sequence shown in Figs. 2 and 2. 
FigS. 3 and 3a illustrate another arrangement 

for knitting a further form of this class of fab 
riCS. In FigS. 3 and 38 the can Sets are identical 
With the can sets of Figs. 2 and 2a but whereas 
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both sets of needles. 
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the yarns ac and y are fed at spaced points, as 
shown in Fig. 8, at all of the feeds of Figs, 2 and 
2, they are thus fed only at cam sets A, B, C, 
E, F and G of Figs. 3 and 3, but at the can Sets 
D. and H, both yarns are delivered at the same 
point and So that both yarns are taken by all 
of the needles. The resultant fabric is diagram 
matically illustrated in Fig. 3c. The left-hand 
wale is produced by a short butt needle and in 
course a this needle, which carries both yarns of 
the previous course h in the form of a tuck loop, 
now takes both yarns ac and y and casts off a 
tuck stitch comprising four yarns. In the sub 
Sequent courses b, c and d this needle takes the 
yarns ac and y and knits stitches with the two 
yarns in plating relation. In the next adjacent 
needle wale, in courses a, b and c the long butt 
needle knits the yarny while the yarn ac is floated 
at the rear. In course d both yarns ac and g are 
taken by the long butt needle but are retained as 
a duplex tuck loop, which is afterward cast off 
as a quadruple tuck stitch p in course e upon the 
yarns a and y delivered at the corresponding 
feed. 
The general appearance of resulting fabric is 

indicated in Fig. 3x and its actual structure in 
Fig. 3b. This fabric is characterized, not only by 
the diagonal outstanding sinker wales a forming 
more or less lozenge shape figures, but by very 
pronounced, knot-like projections u (Fig. 3b) at 
the intersections of these lozenge-shaped figures, 
Such projections being produced by the four-ply 
loops of the tuck Stitches. A chart for assisting 
the knitter in setting up this cam arrangement 
is shown in Fig. 3d. 

Figs. 4 and 4a illustrate a further cam arrange 
ment for producing another fabric of the genus. 
In this cam set-up the cams of the sets A and C 
are substantially alike and arranged to cause the 
high butt needles to float and the low butt needles 
to knit both yarns at each feed. On the other 
hand, the cams 9 of the Sets B and D are cut. 
away at 23a so as to cause the long butt needles 
to tuck at these points and thus to form tuck 
loops of both yarns. In the same way the cams 
of sets E and G are arranged to form floats on 
the short butt needles and to knit both yarns or 
the long butt needles, while the cams of sets F 
and H are arranged to knit both yarns on the 
long butt needles and to tuck the body yarn and 
float the facing yarn on the short butt needles. 
At cam sets A, C, E, F, G and H, the two yarns 
ac and y are delivered in spaced relation as in 
Fig. 8, while at cam sets B and D both yarns are 
delivered together so as to be taken and knit by 

The fabric construction is 
illustrated diagrammatically in Fig. 40 wherein, 
in the left-hand wale produced by the short butt 
needles, the needle which has tucked the body 
yarn y and floated the yarn at in passing the can 
set H, takes and knits the body yarn and the 
facing yarn (at Cam set A in course a) with the 
previously tucked single loop of the body yarn. 
In courses b, c and d the same needle takes and 
knits both yarns in plating relation. In the ad 
jacent wale (knitted by the high butt needle) the 
body yarn y is knit in course a while the facing 
yarn ac floats. In course b both yarns are taken 
by the needle and held as tuck loops. In course 

c the long butt needle takes the body yarn gy, 
which is combined with the withheld loops of 
course b to form a triple tuck stitch n, and floats 
the backing yarn ac. In course d both yarns at 
and 2) are tucked and at the next course cast off 
to form quadruplex tuck stitches m. 
The general appearance of the fabric.is shown 

in Fig. 4* while the structure at the back side of 
the fabric is illustrated in Fig. 4b, which clearly 
indicates the multiplicity of floats l which sub 
stantially cover the entire back. In this fabric, 
as in the preceding fabrics, the sinker Wales at 
the front of the material are prominent, while 
the occurrence of pairs of multiple tuck loops in 
Succession gives the appearance of transverse 
ribs. Fig. 4d is a chart to assist in setting up the 
can arrangement of Fig. 4. 

Referring to Figs. 5 and 58, an arrangement of 
cans is disclosed substantially identical with that; 
of Figs. 4 and 4, but in this arrangement the 
yarns are delivered at the cam sets B, D, F and H. 
at a single feed point such that both yarns are 
always taken by the needles of both sets, where 
as at the feeds A, C, E and G the yarns are fed 
at Spaced points, as illustrated in Fig. 8, so that 
While the facing yarn is floated behind one set 
of needles, both yarns are taken and knitted by 
the other set. 

In Fig. 5 this fabric is diagrammatically illus 
trated, it being noted that in the left-hand wale 
(formed on the short butt needles) the needle, 
in approaching the can set A, carries both yarns 
in a tuck loop received from the preceding can 
Set H, which is knit off with a pair of loops re 
ceived at can set A to form a quadruplex tuck 
stitch. In this wale, in courses b, c and d, both 
yarns are taken and knitted. In the correspond 
ing course a of the adjacent wale (knitted on the 
long butt needle) the yarn gy is taken and knitted 
while the yarn a is floated. In course b both 
yarns are taken and held as a tuck loop which 
is knitted off in course c with the single yarn gy, 
while the yarn at is floated. In course d both 
yarns are taken but retained as a tuck loop, which 
is knitted off as a quadruplex tuck stitch m in 
the next course e. The general appearance of 
this fabric is shown in Fig. 5, while the structure 
at the back of the fabric is shown in Fig. 5b, the 
prominence of the floats being clearly indicated. 
In this fabric, as in the others of the class, the 
sinker wales are prominent at the front face, but 
in this instance the quadruple tuck stitches m 
(Fig. 5) following the triple tuck stitches in 
produce pronounced forward projections on the 
face of the fabric. the quadruple stitch being 
more pronounced than the triple stitch. These 
quadruple stitches form accent points defining 
the corners of polygonal-shaped figures, and at 
Substantially the center of each figure there is an 
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opening t (Fig. 5x) resulting from the stretching 60 
of the single yarn loop k (Fig. 5c) lying im 
mediately below the triple tuck stitch. Fig. 56 
is a diagram to assist in setting up the can ar 
rangement of Figs. 5 and 58. 

Figs. 6 and 68 not only show the can arrange 
ment for a further species of fabric, but also show 
the yarn feeds and the paths of the needles in 
taking the yarns. In these figures the can sets 
A, C, E and G are substantially identical with 
those of Fig. 1, while in cam sets B, D, and F, 
arrangement is made for tucking the long and 
short butt needles, respectively. In accordance 
with the arrangement shown in these figures, the 
body and facing yarns are fed in spaced relation 
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at cam sets A, C, D, E, G and H, but both the 75 
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backing facing yarns are fed at the same feed 
point at can sets B and F. Thus, while at the 
cam sets A and C the short butt needles take and 
knit both yarns and the long butt needles float 
the facing yarn, at cam set B the short butt 
needles take and knit both yarns while the long 
butt needles tuck both yarns, and at can set D 
the short butt needles take and knit both yarns 
while the long butt needles float the facing yarn 

10 and tuck the backing yarn. Likewise at can sets 
E and G the long butt needles take and knit both 
yarns and the short butt needles float the facing 
yarn, while at cam set F the long butt needles 
take and knit both yarns and the short butt 

15 needles tuck both yarns, and at cam set H the 
long butt needles take and knite both yarns while 
the short butt needles float the facing yarn and 
tuck the backing yarn. 
This fabric is diagrammatically illustrated in 

20 Fig. 6c. In this figure the short butt needle, in 
making the left-hand wale, carries a single 
tucked loop of the backing yarn, from the pre 
ceding course, which is cast off with loops of 
the backing and facing yarn to form a stitch in 

25 course a. In courses b, c and d both yarns are 
taken and knitted. In course a of the adjacent 
wale (knitted by the long butt needle) a single 
loop gy of the backing yarn is knitted while the 

In course b both yarns ac and gy yarn a floats. 
30 are taken and held as a tuck loop which is cast 

off with a single loop y of the backing yarn in 
course c to form a triple tuck stitch n while the 
corresponding yarn a floats. In course d, this 
needle takes and holds a loop of the backing yarn. 

35 y to form a tuck stitch, while the yarn a floats, 
and this tucked loop y is cast off in the Subse 
quent course e with loops of the yarns y and at 
delivered at the cam set E to form a triple tuck 
stitch m. 

40 The general appearance of the fabric is shown 
in Fig. 6x, while the structure at the rear side 
is shown in Fig. 6b, the large number of float 
stitches being clearly indicated. The front of 
this fabric exhibits the appearance of transverse 

45 ribs with diagonal series of depressions, the ribs 
being produced by projections formed by the 
pairs of successive tuck stitches, n, m, indicated 
in Fig. 60. In this case both tuck stitches Con 
tain triple loops, the tuck stitch m being thrown 

50 out into prominence while the single loop k be 
low the tuck stitch n is stretched to form an 
opening q (Fig. 6). Fig. 6d. is a diagrammatic 
chart to assist in setting up the machine for this 
fabric. 

55 Figs. 7 and 7 illustrate a further arrangement 
of cams. In Fig. 7 the cam arrangement is sub 
stantially identical with that shown in Fig. 4, for 
example, while the cam arrangement shown in 
Fig. 7a is substantially like that shown in Fig. 6. 

60 However, the yarn feed at cam sections A and 
C is substantially such as shown in Flg. 8, the 
two yarns ac and y being delivered at spaced 
points, while at cam sections B and D both yarns 
are also fed at spaced points. At cam sections 

65 E and G the yarns are fed at spaced points as 
in the corresponding sections in Fig. 1, and at 
can sections F and H the yarns are likewise fed 
at spaced points. 
The resulting fabric is illustrated diagram 

70 matically in Fig. 7. The left-hand Wale is pro 
duced by the short butt needle. In course a this 

: needle carries a single tucked loop of the body 
yarn y of the preceding course and casts this off 
with loops of the facing yarn and backing yarn 

75 to form a triple tuck stitch. In the succeeding 

courses b, c and d this needle likewise takes and 
casts of both yarns in plating relation. In the 
corresponding course a of the next needle Wale, 
the high butt needle takes the yarn gy but floats 
the yarn ac, while in the next course it takes the 5 
yarn y as a tuck loop and floats the yarn a. 
This tuck loop is cast off in the next course c 
with another bight of the yarn y to form the 
duplex tuck stitch n, while another float of the 
yarn ac is formed. In course d this needle takes 10 
and holds a tuck loop of the body yarn y and 
floats the yarn ac. In course e this needle takes 
both yarns and casts them off with loopy of the 
preceding course to form a triple tuck m. In 
course f this needle takes both yarns and casts lis 
them off, and in the subsequent courses g and h 
this needle takes both yarns and casts them of 
as knitted stitches, 
The general appearance of this fabric is shown 

in Fig. 7, while its structure is illustrated in 20 
Fig. 7b. Here again the sinker Wales form di 
agonals, while the successive duplex and triple 
tuck stitches form prominent projections at the 
face of the fabric, the single loop stitches k (Fig. 
7e) occurring immediately before the first tuck 25 
stitch n of a pair, being stretched widely so as 
to form an opening q (Fig. 7) in the fabric. 
Fig. 7d is a chart to assist in setting up the cam 
structure of Figs. and 7. 
Since the fabric is knitted by the simultaneous 30 

action of a plurality of cam sets and correspond 
ing feeds, it can be produced very rapidly, but 
without recourse to pattern mechanism, needle 
selecting jacks, or other complicated devices of 
the prior art. Moreover, as above noted, only 35 
two types of cam Sets are employed in each series, 
and these sets may be interchangeably disposed 
in any desired Sequence to produce the effects 
described. However, as noted, all of the result 
ant fabrics have a common characteristic dis 
tinctive of the genus to which they belong, it be 
ing understood, however, that the number of 
stitch formations in the alternating groups of 
any given Wale may be varied at will. 

I claim: 45 
1. That method of making fabric of the class 

described which comprises as steps dividing a 
series of knitting needles into two sets, the 
needles of one set alternating with those of the 
other, causing the entire series to move relatively 50 
to a plurality of successive yarn feeds, delivering 
two yarns at each feed, causing the needles of 
one set always to take and knit both yarns at a 
plurality of such successive feeds while causing 
some at least of the needles of the second set 55 
always to take and knit but one of the yarns at 
certain of said feeds and others of said Second 
set to form tuck loops at certain of said feeds, 
and thereafter causing the Second set of needles 
to knit both yarns at each of a plurality of such 60 
Successive feeds while causing certain needles of 
the first set to take and knit but one of the yarns 
delivered at certain of said latter feeds and caus 
ing others of said first set of needles to form 
tuck loops at certain of said latter feeds. 65 

2. That method of making fabric of the class 
described which comprises as steps dividing a 
series of knitting needles into two sets, the nee 
diles of one set alternating with those of the other, 
causing the entire series to move relatively to 70 
a plurality of successive yarn feeds, delivering 
two yarns at each feed, causing the needles of one 
set always to take and knit both yarns at a plu 
rality of such successive feeds while causing some, 
at least, of the needles of the second set always 5 
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to take but one of the yarns delivered at cer 
tain of said feeds and to form tuck loops from 
said one yarn while floating the other yarn at 
the rear, and thereafter causing all of the needles 
of the Second Set to take and knit both yarns in 
plating relation at each of a plurality of such suc 
cessive feeds while causing certain needles, at 
least, of the first set to take but one of the yarns 
delivered at certain at least of said latter feeds 
and to form tuck loops from said one yarn while 
floating the other yarn at the rear. 

3. That method of making fabric of the class 
described which comprises as steps dividing a 
series of knitting needles into two sets, the nee 
dles of one set alternating with those of the 
other set, causing the series to move relatively to 
a succession of yarn feeds, delivering a pair of 
yarns at each of Said feeds, causing the needles 
of one set always to take and knit both yarns at 
each of a series of said feeds while causing the 
needles of said second set always to take and tuck 
one yarn of a pair while floating the other yarn 
of a pair at each of certain at least of said feeds, 
and Subsequent to the initiation of a number of 
courses, equaling the number of feeds in said 
Series, causing the needles of the second set al 
Ways to take and knit both yarns at each of an 
other series of said feeds while causing the nee 
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dles of the first set always to take and tuck one 
yarn of a pair while floating the other yarn of 
a pair at each of certain at least of said latter 
feeds. 

4. That method of making fabric of the class 
described which comprises as steps dividing a se 
ries of knitting needles into two sets, the nee 
dles of One set alternating with those of the other 
Set, causing the series to move relatively to a 
Succession of yarn feeds, delivering a pair of 
yarns at each of Said feeds, causing the needles of 
One Set always to take and knit both yarns at 
each of a series of said feeds while causing the 
needles of the second set always to take and 
knit one yarn of a pair at certain of said series 
of feeds while floating the other yarn at the back, 
and at another of said feeds causing the needles 
of Said second set aiways to take and tuck one 
yarn of a pair and to fioat the other yarn at the 
back, and, subsequent to the initiation of a 
number of courses equaling the number of feeds 
in Said Series, causing the needles of the second 
set always to take and knit both yarns at each of 
a series of said feeds while causing the needles 
of the first set to take and tuck one yarn and to 
float the other yarn of a pair at certain of said 
atter feeds. 

5. A knitting machine of the class described 
comprising a needle carrier, needles therein, al 
ternate needles being of different kinds, two Se 
ries of yarn feeds each having means for deliv 
ering a pair of yarns and two corresponding se 
ries of can sets, means for moving the needle 
carrier relatively to the yarn feeds, one set of 
needle actuating cams being adjacent to each 
yarn feed, each cam set of each series contain 
ing a needle lifting cam, the lifting cans of one 
series always cooperating with needles of one kind 
only and the lifting cams of the following series 
always cooperating with needles of the second 
kind only, each set of cams of the first Series 
comprising a second cam arranged to actuate nee 
dles of the second kind subsequent to the actua 
tion of needles by said first cans, and each set of 
cams of the next Series comprising a Second can 
arranged to actuate needles of the first kind sub 
sequent to the actuation of needles by the first 

7. 
cam of the set, said second cams being clearing 
cams in certain sets of each series and being 
tucking cams in other sets of each series. 

6. A circular knitting machine comprising a 
needle carrier, needles therein, alternate nee 
dles having long and short butts respectively, 
eight yarn feeds each having means for deliver 
ing a pair of yarns, means for moving the needle 
carrier relatively to the yarn feeds, and a Set of 
needle actuating cams adjacent to each feed, each lo 
cam set comprising a needle clearing cam, the 
clearing cams of four successive sets always co 
operating with the short butt needles only, and 
the clearing cans of the four following sets al 
ways cooperating with the long butt needles only, 15 
each of the first four sets of cams also including 
a second cam cooperable with the long butt nee 
dles subsequent to the action of the clearing cam, 
and each of the following four sets of cams in 
cluding a second can cooperable with the short 20 
butt needles subsequent to the action of the 
clearing cam, the second cam of certain sets be 
ing a tucking cam and the second cam of other 
sets being a clearing cam, the several sets of cans 
being interchangeable with one another. 25 

7. A knitting machine of the class described 
comprising a needle carrier, needles therein, al 
ternate needles being of different kinds, two series 
of yarn feeds each having means for delivering 
a pair of yarns and two corresponding series of 30 
can sets, means for moving the needle carrier 
relatively to the yarn feeds, one set of needle 
actuating cams being adjacent to each yarn feed, 
each cam set of each series containing, a needle 
clearing cam, the clearing cams of one series al- 35 
Ways Cooperating With needles of one kind only 
and the clearing cams of the following series al 
ways cooperating with needles of the second kind 
only, each set of cams of the first series con 
prising a second can arranged to actuate needles 40 
of the second kind Subsequent to the actuation. 
of needles by said first cans, and each set of cans 
of the next series comprising a second cam ar 
ranged to actuate needles of the first kind subse 
quent to the actuation of needles by the first can 45 
of the set, said second cams being clearing cans 
in certain sets of each Series and being tucking 
cams in other sets of each series, the feeds cor 
responding to those sets of cams wherein the 
second cam is a clearing cam being arranged to 50 
deliver one yarn with a greater lead than the 
other, 

8. A circular knitting machine comprising a 
needle carrier, needles therein, alternate needles : 
having long and short butts respectively, eight 55 
yarn feeds each having means for delivering a 
pair of varns, means for moving the needle car 
rier relatively to the yarn feeds, and a set of 
needle actuating cams adjacent to each feed, each 
set of cams.comprising a needle clearing cam, the 60 
clearing cams of four successive sets always co 
operating with the short butt needles only, and 
the clearing cams of the four following sets al 
ways cooperating with the long butt needles only, 
each of the first four sets of cams also including 65 
a second can cooperable with the long butt 
needles subsequent to the action of the clearing 
cam, and each of the following four sets of cams 
including a second cam cooperable with the short 
butt needles subsequent to the action of the clear-70 
ing can, the second cams of certain sets at least 
being tucking cams, the yarn feed means corre 
sponding to certain at least df the cam sets which 
have the tucking cams being arranged to deliver 
the two yarns with different, leads whereby at 75 
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said feeds the needles of one set take and tuck 
One yarn while floating the other yarn. 

9. A knitting machine of the class described 
comprising a needle carrier, needles therein, al 
ternate needles being of different kinds, two series 
of yarn feeds each having means for delivering 
a pair of yarns and two corresponding Series of 
cam Sets, means for moving the needle carrier 
relatively to the yarn feeds, and one set of needle 
actuating cams being adjacent to each yarn feed, 
each cam set of each series containing a normally 
fixed needle clearing cam, the clearing cam of 
one series always cooperating with needles of one 
kind only and the clearing cams of the follow 
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ing series always cooperating with needles of the 
second kind only, each set of cams of the first 
series comprising a second normally fixed can 
arranged to actuate needles of the second kind 
subsequent to the actuation of needles by Said 
first cams, and each set of cams of the next series 
comprising a second normally fixed cam arranged 
to actuate needles of the first kind Subsequent to 
the actuation of needles by the first cam of the 
set, said second cams being clearing cams in Suc 
cessive sets of each series with a tucking cam in 
a following set of each Series. 
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